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Message of
CEO
Creative textile and apparel services is an
independent audit firm having knowledgeable &
qualified inspectors. We provide 3rd party
inspection and sourcing services to help clients,
retailers, trading partners, importers and
manufacturers to assess product quality, so it is
confirming to internationally accepted standards
such MIL-STD_105E (ANSI/ASQCZ1.4.
BS6001.DIN40080 AND ISO 2859). 4. Point
system and AQL 2.5/4.0. We specialize in
providing sourcing and inspection services, i.e., an
inspection of garments, Towels, and Home
textiles. An inspection team is a cohesive group of
technologists that undertake multi-stage
inspection which is aimed at quality upgradation
of your merchandise.

The aim of our service is to reduce and
eliminate any risk you may face in accepting
defective products that endanger business,
as they often lead to unhappy customers,
lost sales, and operations disruption.
Rework, even safety and legal issues,
through our onsite inspection. 

www.reallygreatsite.com

We believe that only through professional excellence and uncompromising dedication
to our client’s requirements we can truly fulfil our mission. We pride ourselves in our
commitment, services & ethics: hence we offer a uniquely personal approach to our

customer’s requirements. CTAS. observes the following regimen. We are fully
dedicated to an internationally accepted inspection code and practice. We implement

strict business ethics and compliance codes throughout our organization.
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The humble beginning of Creative Textile & apparel services goes
back 17 years when I was in the United States and entered the
textile trade after attending the Philadelphia College of Textiles and
services. My experience in the textile sector began when I worked
for a clothing company in the US for several years. This was indeed
a very enriching experience as I gained much knowledge of the
apparel and textile market, especially given their role in the retail
sector. 

After accumulating vast knowledge in the apparel
industry, I returned to Pakistan, where I continued to
grow my company. I have a very competent staff who
is extremely diligent, dedicated, hard-working and
knowledgeable, with over five years of experience in
apparel and textiles. Basically, we are the eyes and
ears of customers.
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CTAS will monitor the correct fulfilment of your
purchase orders and ensure that the evaluated
merchandise meets all specific requirements. When
you hire the services of CTAS, we want you to be rest
assured that we will provide you with prompt, reliable
and accurate inspection services at a competitive
price.



OUR
SERVICE

Sourcing of apparel & home textile products

3rd party audit services

Merchandising (sourcing related)

Inline inspection (ILI): -

Initial Production Inspection (IPI): -

Pre-Production Inspection (PPI): -

Final Random Inspection (FRI): -

Laboratory Testing (LT): -

Fabric Inspection (FI): -

We offer the following services:
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QUALITY
CONTROL

Pre-Production Inspection (PPI):

PPI takes place before the start of bulk production; PPI
can assure the client about raw materials verification
and status After PPI, the client is sure that the supplier
has the right/adequate raw material for quality
products.
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In-Line Inspection and Process:
once the goods arrive in stitching department, we send
our Q.A for random in-line inspections. he goes to factory
and does a random in-line inspection and makes report
of his findings, from there onwards the entire garment or
home textile product is scrutinized to the finishing and
packing stage. Regular pre-finals are also conducted
along with actual final inspections.

During Production Inspection:
DUPRO takes place when approximately 32 to 50%
production is completed re-insuring that initial
discrepancies have been rectified and a check in the
average quality of production runs. The main benefit of
the inspection is that it allows another chance to apply
corrective actions where necessary.

We have QCs with minimum five years experience to
assure best quality check. We offer services at very
low/economical cost.

Minimum requirement of QA hiring for CTAS:



QUALITY
CONTROL

We are affiliated with most professional 3rd party
labs which provide lab testing services per our
client’s requirements.

Laboratory Testing:

NCR (Non-Compliance):
The eighth step of methodology.
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Correcting Action Plan (CAP):
MIL-STD-105e (ANSI / ASQC ZL.4. BS60D1.DIN40080
AND ISO 2859), 4-POINT system and AQL 2.5/4.0.

Final Random Inspection and Process (FRI):
FRI is to evaluate the problem against 100% finished
and ready-to-export goods. FRI is a very useful
standard quality assurance check before shipment. For
evaluation of final products in the shipped. FRI is
conducted for appearance, quantity, quality, size,
specification, color and packing method/details After
FRI client has a very clear picture of his coming
product.



StandardsQuality 

Our biggest asset is our human resources. The strength of our organization is the
quality of our staff and their unrelenting commitment to our non-negotiable
standards, which are:

Communications” ” Same day response
Quality Assurance“ ” Every order undergoes stringent inspections conducted by
our own in-house quality control inspectors who audit our client’s products.  
Solutions “ “ Always give a proposed solution of an alternative solution.

One-on-one merchandiser to buyer, totally focused as it happens.
Weekly market intelligence report. Customer-focused and general in content.
“Bushwhacking” is an exercise whereby, at the beginning of the two primary
buying seasons of spring and fall, all our office merchandisers go forth, to the
various markets, for several days, to collect market information on new
fabrications, the latest technologies, innovations, new factories and market
news. The underlying criteria are to discover the “new” and not come up with
what’s already known.
Bi-annual market survey reports are the general reports of a particular market,
and much of it is based on information collected during whacking by its format
more general in content.

Work Ethics:

Non-negotiable Standards:

Market Intelligence:
We regard the projection of market intelligence as one of the pivotal roles of any
sourcing firm, as these permit the customer to make informed decisions.

We use or have devised the following ways of collecting and transmitting this
valuable commodity.
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The basis of our order follow-up and tracking is
monitored by our work-in-progress report.

On a specific date of each week, quality controllers
and merchandisers meet for a total review of orders
especially geared to anticipate any production
hurdle.

Problems represent opportunities to effectively
employ our initiative to come up with creative and
practical solutions to resolve each issue.

Our merchandisers are not order takers, but they are
members of the buyer’s team in a sale plan.
The office manager is required to make a semi-
annual business plan, including targeting each
customer for further development.

The on-time delivery of a product
is quite an essential need of a
buyer. We strive to bridge
between buyer and factory so that
delivery is not affected in any way
and the product is shipped out on
the vessel that the buyer has
desired

We know that our customer has a choice, and our aim
is for that choice to be creative Apparel Sourcing,
where we are totally dedicated to customer service.

In order to be the best, we must give the best
professional SERVICE to our customers, because we
know that is only possible by focusing on our
customer’s business and their requirements we will go
the extra mile and come up with ingenuity and brilliant
ideas which will demonstrate that we can MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE as a company, our strategy is to create
sustained value for our customer for better than those
of competitors.

Customer Care:

Market Intelligence:

Impressive Delivery:
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